Conference Agenda
Date: April 7th
Time: 9.30-1.30 (with option to continue in class discussion after lunch)
Online: via Zoom webinar or youtube link

Please aim to log on by 9.25 to ensure the conference can
start on time
9.30 sharp -9.45: Conference introduction
9.45-9.50:Student opening address
9.50-10.05 WWGS and the importance of Global citizenship Education: Videos from some of our
schools on what they have been up to so far this year.
10.05-10.10 Quick music break (time to chat, take photos, post to social media)
<Graphic harvest>
10.10-10.45 Digging deeper: Degrowth Panel discussion
Panellists:
-Student Activist Saoirse Exton (ISSU Equality Officer, Friday for Future Movement)
-Meaghan Carmody (Degrowth and Political Economy)
-Roisín Markham: (Donut Economics and Wellbeing)
10.45-10.50 -Student activity: quiz
10.50-11.05: Break (fresh air)
11.05-11.10 Overview of Degrowth so far
11.10-12.15: Opportunities for Degrowth (with intermittent quizzes after each panel discussion)
Panel 1: Biodiversity & Farming (Fergal Smith, Moy Hill Farm)
Panel 2: Fast Fashion & Circular Economy (student Amy Bohan & Grace Doyle, Fashion Revolution.
Panel 3: Degrowth: Tax, trade, debt and the social economy (Daniel Howard, Irish congress of Trade
Unions Youth Panel)
12.15-12.45 Looking at your GCE theme through a Degrowth lens (Classroom activity)
<Graphic harvest>
12.45-13.05 Global Passport awards ceremony
1.05-1.30 close and evaluation
<Graphic harvest>
Rest of day is optional:
-Lunch 1.30-2.30
-2.30-3.30: Further in class discussion: Reflection and action planning

Is our society more than just an economy?
Are people and the planet interconnected?
For countries to thrive, does our world or climate have to suffer?
We will see how some of our own WWGS schools have been tackling Degrowth, as well as
broader GCE. We will also be speaking to leaders from industries including fashion,
business, and farming, to name a few , on making changes towards Degrowth.
Examples of themes explored on the day: Tax justice, trade justice, ethical consumption and
production, fast fashion, biodiversity crisis, global inequality, workers rights.

